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From the Director’s Chair
I enjoyed seeing you at MPC21 The Digital Commerce
Event and what a great time we had at our presentations,
speed networking and virtual cocktail parties! Who knew
that virtual could be so richly layered and exciting?

Special thanks to our sponsors, exhibitors, speakers,
event organizers and guests for helping make our
eleventh annual show a success. Keynote and panel
presentation replays are now available on our YouTube
page.

I’m excited to see so many positive developments as we
emerge from the pandemic, stronger and more connected
than ever before.  Together, let’s continue to build on our
digital momentum and make 2021 a year of growth and
economic recovery.

Let’s keep our discussions, blog posts and webinars going as we achieve even greater
milestones in digital commerce innovations. Feel free to reach out to me directly at
marla@mpcevent.com and let’s connect on LinkedIn and Twitter.

I look forward to getting back together in person at MPC22!

Marla Ellerman
Executive Director
MPC Digital Commerce

Celebrating digital
commerce builders
I had an amazing time at MPC21 The Digital Commerce
Event. Our panel discussion centered around the
pandemic’s impact on payments with experts whose
innovations are moving digital commerce forward. Instead
of popping tiles and gutting legacy systems, these
builders are taking technology platforms to a whole new
level by leveraging their inherent capabilities. I shared
highlights from our discussion on Aug. 23, 2021, in Issue
21:08:02 of The Green Sheet: The Very Point of Sale:
Bridging the Digital Commerce Divide

Intel Insights, Part 1:
Building on Digital
Our collective journey from paper-based transactions to
digital, omnichannel commerce has been marked by
technology milestones as we remove friction, improve
security and enhance the customer experience.  And
more importantly, our journey has been marked by human
breakthroughs as we’ve learned to harness the power of
trust, collaboration and co-creation. 
READ MORE
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Global leaders converge
at MPC21 Global Trends
Track
The Global Trends Track launched successfully on
Thursday, August 19, 2021, the third and final
day of the 11th annual MPC conference. 

READ MORE

MPC Attracts Diverse
Global Audience
The eleventh annual MPC Digital Commerce Event, the
virtual show, which took place from Aug. 17 to 19, 2021,
attracted registrants from numerous industries, countries
and organizations, conference planners stated. 
Marla Ellerman, founder and executive director of The
MPC Digital Commerce Event, thanked sponsors,
partners and friends for their support. "Eleven years ago,
a small group of mobile payments leaders met in New
York City," she said. "Today, we meet online all the time to
discuss emerging trends and opportunities in digital
commerce."

READ MORE

DEMOGRAPHICS
The MPC21 Digital Commerce Event was a huge hit with over 1,200 participants spread
across all reagions of the globe, job functions and industries.  Check out the full
demographic make-up. 
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VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS
THE MPC21 VIDEOS ARE LIVE! 
They are available on the Mobile Marketing & Technology Magazine YouTube Channel.
Please feel free to go back and catch anything you missed, or that you want to watch
again.  
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WATCH ALL VIDEOS NOW!
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The Green Sheet
Interviews Patrice Boffa

EPA Reports Increasing
Demand for More
Effective Products to
Support Financial
Wellbeing
EPA Warns of Ticking
Time Bomb of Financial
Crime Marketplace &
Importance of Digital
Identity

READ MORE BLOGS

READ MORE PRESS
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CONTRIBUTORS
Marla Ellerman, MPC

Tracy Lai, Lystar Group
Dale Laszig, DSL Direct/The Green Sheet

Shilo Lusson, MyWay Projects
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